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“Wherever there is light, one can  
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Greetings Friends 

 

My days have been so busy that I didn't quite realise that it is  

almost the end of November!!  

 

We had a small but wonderful year end dinner and missed those 

that didn't attend. We look forward to having you all there next 

year. 

 

Read Darryll‟s photographic story. 

 

Congratulate our 2015 awardees. 

 

Dave shares his true life story of “ Survival”. 

 

Improve your photography with tips on how to evaluate and  

review your own photographs. 

 

Thank you to those who contributed. I look forward to your  

contributions and feedback. 

 

Wishing you fewer words and many exposures. 

 

 

Nerissa 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“Twelve significant photographs in 
any one year is a good crop.””  

        Ansel Adams  
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REPORT FROM THE CHAIR 

 

 

Dear Members  

 

Thank you to all the members who attended our AGM and prize giving.  

Congratulations to all those who received medals, certificates and trophies. 

Well done to all of you! However, I think all our members are winners,  

judging by the high standard of photography submitted this year. There has 

been many a time that our „seniors‟ have stood back in awe when viewing 

some of our „juniors‟ photos. Thank you to all those who donated prizes for 

our raffle.  

 

We will hold our final club evening of the year on Wednesday 2nd December 

at St. Mike‟s hotel. Please bring a small plate of eats with you as we would 

like to have a special tea on this evening.  

Tom, Henry and I will be did a live judging of the wildlife category for the 

Beachcombers salon on 21st Nov at 6.00pm at St Michaels Sands Hotel and 

the few members that attended were able to see first-hand, the quality of 

photographs entered in a salon. 

 

Our December set subject is „holiday spirit‟ (colour). I will not be doing an ar-

ticle on the set subject as we are leaving this one entirely up to you. All we 

ask is that you photograph anything that will remind us of the holiday spirit. 

 

 

Until next month, happy snapping 

 

Kathy Kay (APSSA) 

CHAIRMAN 
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Congratulations to the Authors! 

 

 

`STAR Malcolm Sutton 

 

  

I I have been trying to get a good photograph of a  

Purple Heron in flight since November 2014 when I 

captured my first images of one at Umkobi Estuary. 

At that time only one image of the Heron was sharp 

and with good colours but the background was awful. 

On numerous occasions since then I have either been 

caught unprepared with too little time to adjust the 

camera settings, the auto focus has switched to the 

background, the bird has been flying away from me 

or it was too far away. Then, one morning in  

October 2015, once again at Umkobi Estuary, every-

thing came together when four Purple Herons took 

turns to fly up and down the estuary in front of me.    

  

Camera Details:  Camera Details:  Canon EOS 5D MkIII,    

EF 500mm f4/L IS II USM + 1.4x III                                                          

Exposure settings: ISO 800; f7,1; 1/3200 sec  

TripodTripod  

  

   

 STAR Matt Skellern 
 

The photo was taken with the assistance of fellow  

photographers who helped me to set up the sub-

ject.  

Essentially this is water with food colouring in it, 

green in the pan and blue in a dropper tube.  I set 

everything on the camera to Manual, IS off, the 

lens pre-focused on a nut placed exactly where the 

drops fall. A remote slave flash was positioned be-

hind white screen (which I had to  

photoshop out a little after the shot). Although the 

1/200 shutter speed is quiet slow (compared with  

the 1/8000 I used on the wine glasses photo) the 

flash managed to freeze the motion nicely. My 

camera  pop up flash would not work 

(malfunctioned) and I had to borrow a speed light to 

trigger the slave, fired up so as not to impact my  

subject directly.  

 

Camera Details: Canon 7D Mk Sigma 24-70 mm F2.8 lens taken at 64mm 

ISO 400 

F11 

1 /200 (max flash sink speed) 

EV 0  

 

Best Images for November 2015 
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STAR 

Andries Bornman 

 
This was my 1st attempt to photograph a bird in 

flight at Laaiplek on the West Coast.  It is not as 

easy as everybody thinks!  It is halfway between 

panning and freezing and I have much more to 

learn. 

  

Camera Details: Camera Details: Camera D7200;  ISO 800; 

F7.1;  lens Nikon 100-400mm 

STAR 

BEST SENIORBEST SENIOR  

Nerissa Naidoo 

 

I spotted these mating butterflies while visiting 

the Kipepeo Farm Project in Malindi on a  

recent visit to Kenya. 

I did not have a macro lens and had to get very I did not have a macro lens and had to get very 

close with my 24 close with my 24 --  70mm lens, which proved to 70mm lens, which proved to 

be a challenge.be a challenge.  

  

Camera Details: Camera Details: Canon 5DlllCanon 5Dlll  

Shutter speed: 1/100Shutter speed: 1/100  

Fstop: 14Fstop: 14  

ISO 800ISO 800 

STAR 

 

 

                               BEST JUNIORBEST JUNIOR 

Karien Behrens    
 

 

This photograph was taken on  Scarborough beach,  near  

Kommetjie in the Cape Province,  on a very wet and  

windy afternoon with a Fuji Xe2  
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HCPS  

   Darryll Benecke Darryll Benecke --    My  Road to Photography My  Road to Photography  

My road to photography is paved with an upbringing and a lifestyle in the outdoors. I grew up in 

Southern Rhodesia/Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, and was blessed with a large family around me. Many Un-

cles, Aunts and Cousins besides my two sisters and parents. Family outings were fabulous occasions 

with lots to learn (especially as I was the son of the youngest sibling in the large family group). My 

cousins were much  

older than me but I followed them doggedly into the bush, fishing, hunting, hiking, tracking and 

just generally having a lot of fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is no surprise therefore that I developed an affinity and love for the “bush” and all that this  

entailed. As I grew older I learned to hunt on my own, to go fishing on my own, to go camping with 

mates and indulged in many other outdoor based activities. When I got married and had children of 

my own, I naturally started passing on this love of the outdoors to my own family.  

 

You may well ask, what has all this got to do with photography???? 
 

 

Well my Dad had a Cine’ camera and my Mom had a box Brownie. As best as they could, they kept 

track of our family activities. I remember the anticipation to see the outcomes when the photos and 

cine films came back from the photo shop. We were often disappointed with the results but loved 

them never-the-less and these photographic records became treasured by the family. We used to 

have sessions over the weekends with our cousins going through these and pulling each other’s legs 

about the poor and ugly poses.  
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So photography became the way we recorded our lives and as we could afford it, I purchased better So photography became the way we recorded our lives and as we could afford it, I purchased better 

equipment hoping to get better results. This did not happen as often as I would have liked and so it equipment hoping to get better results. This did not happen as often as I would have liked and so it 

became a habit to ensure that the camera’s and binoculars went where ever we went, the thought became a habit to ensure that the camera’s and binoculars went where ever we went, the thought 

being that practice makes perfect. Mana Pools, Lake Kariba, Nyanga, Malalangwe, Tuli, Shashi, being that practice makes perfect. Mana Pools, Lake Kariba, Nyanga, Malalangwe, Tuli, Shashi, 

Zambesi, Hwange and overseas trips. The number of printed photographs and their negatives, grew Zambesi, Hwange and overseas trips. The number of printed photographs and their negatives, grew 

and whilst there were some good ones amongst them, the majority were mediocre. Irrespective of and whilst there were some good ones amongst them, the majority were mediocre. Irrespective of 

the quality, we loved these prints. the quality, we loved these prints.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Tragically, when we came to South Africa, our container was trashed by the SAPs at Musina and Tragically, when we came to South Africa, our container was trashed by the SAPs at Musina and 

we lost most of the prints and to make things worse, we had two burglaries in our house shortly we lost most of the prints and to make things worse, we had two burglaries in our house shortly   

after we arrived in Shelly Beach and our laptops were stolen together will all our digital photo-after we arrived in Shelly Beach and our laptops were stolen together will all our digital photo-

graphs.graphs.  

  

Through circumstances, Susie and I were very fortunate to meet Mike and Toi Skellern (remind me Through circumstances, Susie and I were very fortunate to meet Mike and Toi Skellern (remind me 

to tell you about this sometime, it’s hilarious) and so, after a lengthy pitstop, the second part of our to tell you about this sometime, it’s hilarious) and so, after a lengthy pitstop, the second part of our 

journey along the road to photography, began. In discussions one day with Mike, I outlined the journey along the road to photography, began. In discussions one day with Mike, I outlined the 

abovementioned catastrophes and he suggested to me that if was keen on photography, I should abovementioned catastrophes and he suggested to me that if was keen on photography, I should 

come along to the next club meeting and see if I would like to join. This I did and the rest is history. come along to the next club meeting and see if I would like to join. This I did and the rest is history. 

We have made new friends, been to different places, got involved in different projects and We have made new friends, been to different places, got involved in different projects and   

unfortunately spent more cash in an effort to get better results (when will I learn). unfortunately spent more cash in an effort to get better results (when will I learn).   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

As a family, we still use photography to record our family lifestyle and events but as I have become As a family, we still use photography to record our family lifestyle and events but as I have become 

more engrossed in the technical and artistic aspects of photography, a great deal of time is spent try more engrossed in the technical and artistic aspects of photography, a great deal of time is spent try 

to master these and produce better results. Needless to say, what goes around comes around and to master these and produce better results. Needless to say, what goes around comes around and 

nothing much has changed. I still produce the odd good picture but the majority are mediocre. nothing much has changed. I still produce the odd good picture but the majority are mediocre. 

What can I say except to reaffirm, I love it and get a huge amount of enjoyment from it.What can I say except to reaffirm, I love it and get a huge amount of enjoyment from it.   

  

I have attached a few family photographs from one of the most memorable trips to Mana Pools. Not I have attached a few family photographs from one of the most memorable trips to Mana Pools. Not 

club standard but certainly family standard. club standard but certainly family standard.   
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Awards 2015Awards 2015  

  
Congratulations to our winners!! Congratulations to our winners!!   

  
Best 1 starBest 1 star  20152015                  Penny HoughtonPenny Houghton                    

Runner up 1 starRunner up 1 star  20152015                                  Matt SkellernMatt Skellern  

Most salon acceptances 1 starMost salon acceptances 1 star  20152015                                Penny HoughtonPenny Houghton      

  

  

Best 2 StarBest 2 Star  20152015                      Lesley OppelLesley Oppel                                      
Runner up 2 starRunner up 2 star  20152015                                LauraLaura  OppelOppel                    

Most salon acceptances 2 starMost salon acceptances 2 star  20152015      Lesley OppelLesley Oppel  

  

                    

Best 3 StarBest 3 Star  20152015                      Rhona SellschopRhona Sellschop                        

Runner up 3 starRunner up 3 star  20152015                          Ann BornmannAnn Bornmann    

Most salon acceptances 3 starMost salon acceptances 3 star  20152015      Tony KayTony Kay            

                    

  

Best 4 StarBest 4 Star  20152015          Andries BornmannAndries Bornmann                    
Runner up 4 starRunner up 4 star  20152015                                  Faan BehrensFaan Behrens          

Most salon acceptances 4 starMost salon acceptances 4 star  20152015      Faan BehrensFaan Behrens              

              

  

Best 5 Star +Best 5 Star +  20152015                        Kathy KayKathy Kay  

Runner up 5 star +Runner up 5 star +  20152015        Henry OppelHenry Oppel                                    

Most salon acceptances 5 star + 2015Most salon acceptances 5 star + 2015      Kathy KayKathy Kay  

  

  

    

Photographer of the yearPhotographer of the year  20152015      Kathy KayKathy Kay  

  

  

Gold Medal for DedicationGold Medal for Dedication  20152015                                          Joe HoughtonJoe Houghton  

  

  

Gold Medal Print Steward‟s ChoiceGold Medal Print Steward‟s Choice  20152015    Tranquil Reflections Tranquil Reflections     Ari du ToitAri du Toit  

  

  

Most Creative JuniorMost Creative Junior  20152015        Save the RhinoSave the Rhino    Rhona SellschopRhona Sellschop  

  

  

Most Creative SeniorMost Creative Senior  20152015        PosterPoster        Pauline McGovernPauline McGovern  
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Joy and I attended the Maritzburg Camera Club photo circuit at Cumberland Nature  

Reserve on behalf of both Hibiscus and Amber clubs, (the latter our newly adopted club in 

Howick), with friends Llewellynn and Ellie Scott from Margate.  

 What a beautiful place Cumberland is and being so close to Maritzburg and Howick, is 

well worth a day‟s outing, offering good, clean and well maintained facilities. The weather 

had improved after a few days of overcast and rainy weather, and early that morning we 

were treated to some really nice light. There was a good turnout of 20 photographers who 

attended along with some family and friends, representing Witbank, Bluff, Amber, HCPS, 

Durban and MCC clubs. Leon Heyes the chairman of MCC, briefed us on the subject tasks 

before we set upon the environment to capture our best images.  The 10 set subjects were - 

A bugs life, Spring fever, Liquid in motion, Underfoot, Man-made, A subject beginning 

with G, The scenic landscape, A tree or part of it, Fence/Fences, and finally What is it? 

(abstract).  

 A great spread of topics to really get creative with.  

Small groups headed out on their photo missions from the parking/picnic spot, and then as 

is the case when searching for inspiration, the groups split further into ones and twos and 

spread farther afield. As the light began to change, and with my tripod left behind in the 

car, I became frustrated with trying to shoot a small waterfall cascading down a gorge into 

a deep pool, for the liquid in (slow) motion image. So I gave up on that and then walked 

over to Joy who was some distance away. I offered an opinion that I thought she was a little 

too near the edge of the cliff, but on closer inspection she actually was quite safe, and so I 

moved off to explore further.  I saw some flowering aloes along the cliff edge, which had 

become beautifully lit in a passing sunbeam moment against the black water below. Being 

a bit cloudy now, I knew the light was going to be fleeting so I whipped off my Lowepro 

backpack, set it down on a rock about 2.5metres from the aloes, and set about getting „the 

shot‟. As I was carefully composing, Newton and his infernal law took over and I heard a 

thump, then another and by the time I looked away from the viewfinder, I was just in time 

to see and hear the third thump before my backpack took to flight over the abyss. There 

was a brief moment where the option of lunging for the bag shot through my brain, but it 

was too late, and in reflection had I lunged I would surely have joined in the inevitable  

trajectory. This really would have served no good purpose at all, so I stood my ground in 

disbelief and watched, waiting for what seemed like an eternity for the mighty splash. 

More impact sounds - thump, THUMP, THUMP - flocks of unseen birds scattered  

furiously into the skies to escape the big black bag and its impending swath of destruction. 

I heard distant people loudly shouting “What was that?”, but I was too shocked to answer.  

How to take a 10 metre fall 

 - and SURVIVE! 
 

by  Dave Mullin 
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In the absence of any screams, my fellow photographers paused briefly and went back to 

their shooting, blissfully unaware of my predicament.  Quiet descended on the gorge, and 

in a mental rush I attempted an equipment inventory, two good lenses, two flashguns (one 

brand new), filters, flash triggers, remotes, accessories and at the same time wondering if 

I was insured. Then it slowly dawned on me, in the bag were the ……  CAR KEYS!!!CAR KEYS!!!  

  

Insurance issues now became secondary, I had driven our friends down from Howick and 

now had no way of getting them or the car back! Worse still, our packed picnic lunch was 

locked in the vehicle! I ventured tentatively to the cliff edge hoping to locate at least 

some signs of the debris, the last vestiges of my beloved and now historical bag of equip-

ment, and to assess the chances of recovery. 

   

Peering cautiously over the edge, I fixed on the bag precariously resting in the branches 

of a single, perfectly placed tree and more amazingly, it appeared to be in one piece! But 

reality quickly set in, there was absolutely no chance of a solo recovery attempt; the tree 

was on an inaccessible ledge, some 10 metres down and a metre above the water! My wa-

ter bottle was by now floating free in the deep pool below, freshly released from its 

Lowepro mesh pocket.  

  

After some minutes I mustered up the courage to confess my dilemma to Joy, Llewellynn 

and Ellie. Concern was immediately evident for my loss, all seemed thankful it wasn‟t 

me they heard bouncing down the cliff. Once I broke the news about the new location of 

the car keys, I sensed the mood changed a little, but then Llewellynn quietly swung into 

action and soon had his friends at mountain rescue on the line! How fortuitous was it for 

me that he knew folk who would be prepared to come out on a Sunday to attempt  

retrieval of some foolish photographer‟s obliterated bag? I was more than embarrassed 

when I met the rescuers Kim and James, but they could not have been more compassion-

ate, as it turned out they were also photographers! They took it all in their stride and used 

the opportunity for a training exercise, very professionally rigging up anchors, ropes, 

safety gear and abseil apparatus to belay down the cliff. Kim went down and called out 

that that she would only have a single grab opportunity, if she had missed on the first at-

tempt, the bag would be upset and lost to a very watery end. We held our breath as she 

made an amighty lunge and successfully secured the bag. On its return, I was instructed 

to open up and display the contents to all those watching avidly.   

 

Shaking nervously, I opened the bag, not expecting anything but a pot-pourri of smashed 

lenses, flashes etc, but remarkably all seemed intact, and subsequently later on testing 

each item, I found that everything still worked perfectly! That is true testament to the 

protective qualities of the Lowepro product and its ability to take huge knocks,  

ultimately saving gear that might otherwise have been damaged beyond repair.. 
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There is always a moral to a story and this one has a few: - 

  

1. Don‟t take unnecessary risks to get “The Shot”, as it turned out I didn‟t even get one 

image!  

2. If you do venture out and about, take care of yourself and responsibly stow your gear.  

3. Accidents can happen so make sure good medical cover and specified all risks camera 

equipment insurance is in place. 

4. Finally – it pays to have a friend at Mountain Rescue! 

  

The final upshot to this good news story is that Carol Phillips of MCC placed first in the 

MCC Circuit, Joy placed second, and my third place I think was in appreciation of the  

resultant rescue/PJ image opportunities afforded to all present during the abseil recovery. 

In a small way I sense also that the judges felt a little sorry for the „fall‟ guy who had 

endured intense leg pulling and suffered huge personal embarrassment. I also noticed that 

I had become a subject for one or more surreptitiously taken images, cruelly „Grandpa 

Goofball‟ was overheard as an image title possibility for the subject starting with a „G‟.  

  

Well I probably more than deserved that one! 

  

Dave Mullin 
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What makes a good or great photograph is a subject of much debate. 

 

There is however some general agreement on things that one should consider when viewing and evaluating 

a photograph. For experienced photographers most of these considerations have become second nature; 

for less experienced photographers I think it can be valuable, particularly when submitting photographs, to 

do some self-evaluation according to some of these generally agreed upon principles. As always, rules in 

art and photography, can be broken at will, but it is still valuable in my opinion to evaluate a photograph 

from this perspective, even if only to see where a rule may have been broken with good effect.  

 

1. FOCUS 

 

Most of the time the main subject at least should be in focus and sharp even if the background and other 

components may not be. Notice the depth of field and see if it is working well for the image. 

Evaluate the depth of field, is the depth of focus effectively controlled with aperture and lens angle of view 

to have the desired areas sharp, and others out of focus? 

There may be times where the photographer is purposely trying to create an out of focus or softer effect, or 

trying to create the effect of movement. 

 

 

2. CLEAR SUBJECT IN THE PHOTOGRAPH 

 

Does the photograph have a purpose. Is it clear what the main subject or subjects of the photograph are? If 

one has to look for it or the photographer has to explain it, this may be a problem. On the other hand the 

photographer may be trying to create some mystery within the photograph, though generally the photo-

graph should have a purpose. 

 

 

3. COMPOSITION 

 

Again is it clear what the main subject is? Are there areas or parts of the photograph that do not contribute 

to the overall visual effect of the image. Is the subject lost in a distracting background? Consider vertical 

versus horizontal orientation of the image. How do the lines of the subject lead into or out of the photo-

graph? Should one get closer, does the photograph need to be cropped preferably at the time the  

photograph is taken. Consider Rules of composition like 'Rule of Thirds', 'Bottom right or left'. Does your 

eye move easily within the photograph or do they jump around? 

 

 

4. LIGHTING AND EXPOSURE. 

 

Is the lighting well balanced, and does it support the elements of the composition to create the desired  

effect. Are there good shadow and highlight details with good range of shades in between? No 'blown' 

highlights except for some desired specular highlights. Does the lighting direction fit with the composition, 

are any of the lighting elements creating a distraction? Does the image have adequate contrast, is it a high 

key or low key image, and does this contribute or detract from the image. Is the use of ambient and strobe 

used to good effect? 

 

 

What Makes a Good Photograph ?? 
By Wild Woodburn Photography 
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5. COLOUR. 

 

Is the colour well balanced, are there any colour casts that detract from the image or do they genuinely 

help create mood or effect. 

 

 

6. WHAT MAKES THIS PHOTOGRAPH DIFFERENT OR SPECIAL? 

 

Is it an interesting composition does one see an interesting perspective. Look for dramatic angles, lines, 

colours, textures, and shapes 

 

7. EMOTION AND MOOD? 

 

How does this shot make you fee? Does it create a mood or generate an emotional response? After all 

the technical discussion, good or great photographs usually evoke an emotional response at some level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.picturesocial.com/photo/house-by-the-sea
http://www.picturesocial.com/photo/fire-in-the-sky-330
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SALON ACCEPTANCES:   

Congratulations to all members that received Salon Achievements.  Please e 

mail  a copy of your achievements to Akash Basday (akash@basday.com) and 

Tom Prins (tomprins47@gmail.com) 

All images receiving multiple  Salon acceptances will only count a  

maximum of three acceptances at club level (irrespective of what was done 

to it). Administrators will rely on the integrity of members in this 

 regard but spot checks will be done.  

 

 

FACEBOOK: 

 

 

           FACEBOOK is managed by Akash 

           Visit the page to view Gold and Merit Images 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLUB STATISTICS –  NOVEMBER 2015 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7

36

40

14

November 2015 - Total

Merit

Gold

Silver

Bronze
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SALON CALENDER    

More info at www.pssa.co.za and www.photovaultonline.co.za 

 

 

2015.08.08 - Bloemfontein Salon 

2015.08.22 - Westville Salon 

2015.09.12 - Tygerberg Salon 

2015.09.26 - Swartland Salon 

2015.10.10 - Middelburg Salon 

2015.10.24 - Cape Town Digital & AV Salon 

2015.11.07 - Beachcombers Salon 

 

Please check the PSSA website  regularly for  updates and 

changes. 

 

All members are encouraged to enter Salons  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIRTHDAY WISHES    -   November 

Helgaard   04    Tim   04   Tom 08 
 
 
 Joe  11   Mike  11   Jacques  21 
            
            
            
  
 
May your year ahead be filled with love , joy and good health  
 
 

http://www.wallpaperspoints.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/birthday-wishes-colorful-w.jpg
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PSSA CLUB WINNING PICTURES – October 2015 

 

How does this competition work? 

For the Club Winning Picture of the month a club representative submits the club winners for  

Junior and Senior sections via Photovault. 

 

The winning images are available for you to view on the PSSA website www.pssa.co.za 

 

HUMOUR: 

 

How does a photographer describe his love with his (or her) lover? 

 

"It was F8". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Inter– Club Challenge -  The challenge was won by the Scottburgh Camera Club. Thank you 

and well done to all our members who entered. 

 

December Club Meeting -   this is our last Club Meeting for the year and we kindly request that 

you bring a plate of eats to share at teatime.  We look forward to having you all there. 

 

Event Organiser -   Sue Gould is now responsible for organising events/outings /activities and 

training sessions. Thank you Sue. You are kindly requested to assist Sue with ideas, suggestions and 

information on events in the area that you are aware of. 

 

FOR SALE: 

  

1.  Canon EOS 7D Mk1 Camera, Body only. 
     18MP,  8fps, APS-C format 
     Condition: Excellent.           Price:  R 8 500.00 

  

2.  Canon EF 70-200mm f4.0 L USM zoom lens 

     Condition: Excellent            Price:  R 5 000.00 

  

The above 2 items combine to make a great, versatile combination. 
  

ALSO: 
3.  Canon Extender 1.4 x II     Price:  R 3 000.00  

  

Kindly contact:  Keith Roach on 083 763 3506 

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiH9qqfha3JAhXJ6xQKHbKMCv4QjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinterest.com%2Fsarmagten%2Fphotography-humour%2F&psig=AFQjCNFnHO7Z2Wn2dJ9y8bYaTIVZ_HaBBw&ust=14485911489
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8
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Merit

Gold

Silver

Bronze

1

9

20

6

November 2015 -
Senior

Merit

Gold

Silver

Bronze
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SET SUBJECTS:  2015  

 

Upload your images to Photovault by no later than the last Sunday of each 

month  
 

  

 

Month Medium Topic 

February Mono Reflections 

March Colour Low Angle 

 

April Mono Table Top/ Still Life 

May Colour Propaganda Poster (Cash prize available – contact Ari & 
Piet) 

 

June Mono Mood & Emotion 

July Colour Silhouette 

 

August Mono Architecture 

September Colour Weathered (subject must be affected by the weather) 

October Mono Shadows 

November Colour Liquid in a Glass 

December Colour Holiday Spirit 

Dear Friends 

 

Please note that ALL Black & White/ Monochrome images, irrespective of the 

genre must be submitted in the MONOCHROME category when  

submitting your Monthly Club Images.  
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INFORMAL SPONSERS 

Thank you very much to the following sponsors: 

Photo Freedom (Shelly Centre) – Thank you Karen for kindly arranging the display of the monthly star 

winners‟ images in the shop window.  We really appreciate being able to receive the images after they 

were displayed. 

 

PLEASE NOTE THAT WINNING IMAGES WILL NOT BE DISPLAYED UNTIL THE PHOTO 

FREEDOM “SELFIE” COMPETITION IS OVER , DUE TO A SHORTAGE OF WINDOW 

SPACE. 

 

South Coast Herald (Look Local) – Shenda for so diligently placing our monthly merit and star winning 

images on your Facebook page . 

 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Chairman  - Kathy Kay        082 820 0868               kathykay@lantic.net 

Vice Chairman -Ari du Toit     072 468 5450                bluepond@vodamail.co.za 

Print Steward -Tom Prins     082 898 3990                tomprins47@gmail.com 

PRO/Sect. - Nerissa Naidoo    082 781 1292              nerissa@stmikes.co.za 

Treasurer  - Daryl Benecke    072 591 2768               darylb@telkomsa.net 

TOPS Admin - Akash Basday  082 572 5593               akash@basday.com 

 

 


